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SPOT REPAIR CARRIER

5-Line™ SINGLE-SIZE
ZE DISC P
PLUGS

The LANSAS Single Size Disc Plug has been around for more than 60 years and was the
ﬁrst plug manufactured by LANSAS in 1955!
The LANSAS Single Size Disc Plug has been redesigned from the ground up. It now has a
wider footprint in the pipe and a bladder made with our newly reformulated rubber
compound. With
the addition of the Pressure Relief Valve the Disc Plug is now part
of the 5-Line™. These plugs are available in standard sizes up to 96” in diameter. Custom
sizes are available up to 152” in diameter in virtually any shape desirable. Disc plugs can
be sectioned to ﬁt through smaller openings. Note: Sectioned plugs are not recommended
for air testing.
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SPOT
POT REPAIR CARRIER
The Lansas Spot Repair (Point Repair) Carrier was designed for use with most of the Spot Repair Systems on the
Market today. For Maximum ﬂexibility and durability our carriers are designed with a fabric reinforced natural rubber
bladder. LANSAS has two new sizes available. A 3”-4” and 4”-6” Multi-Size Carrier featuring a domed aluminum end
to help navigate through any bends or offset joints in the pipe. Also available is a wheel kit or our new cage design on
sizes 6”-10” and larger.

is designed to provide a safe,
fast, and cost effective method
for plugging gravity ﬂow pipe lines.
The “E-Z Plug™” system will utilize an
adapter and either a new or existing single or multi-size test
plug or by-pass plug. By using the “E-Z Plug™” system you will
eliminate the need to set up for conﬁned space entry when
installing test plugs. The time required to install a test plug will be
reduced to only a few minutes. The cost will be reduced by thousands
of dollars by eliminating ventilators, safety harnesses, gas detectors,
and other costly equipment. The Lansas “E-Z Plug™” system is
designed to save time and money on every job. The “EZ-Plug™”
adapter can be used on any plug that has a removable 3/8” eye-bolt.

MULTI-SIZE WASHING BALLS

THE LANSAS MULTI-SIZE WASHING BALLS have a similar design
to the original Wayne Ball. This design, along with adequate head pressure,
creates a water vortex action along the pipe walls. This action will wash away
packed sand, sludge, rock, grease, and other debris. The Multi-Size Washing
Ball is built with the same design and construction as our Domehead™ plugs.
These balls have a water ﬁll port that allows the user to control the buoyancy.
This feature enhances the performance of these products.

IMPROVED CONSTRUCTION METHODS
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Spot Repair carriers available without bypases

